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Netflix Short Thesis: 

We are short Netflix with a price target of $250. 

• Rising competition from Disney, Amazon, HBO, and Apple 

• Netflix owns less then 6% of the content they offer 

• $3.5 Billion cash burn per year 

• $12 Billion in long-term debt 

• Funding increased content spend through debt to maintain market share 

Currently its relatively easy for consumers to cancel Netflix and restart when there’s a series 

they want to see. The monthly subscription facilitates the option to cancel, which could 

intensify this churn Netflix management alluded to and result in higher quarterly revenue 

volatility going forward as consumers opt to navigate between streaming services. We find 

this to be reminiscent of Grubhubs recent quarter where management indicated that their 

earnings miss was due to customers jumping around between services that followed by the 

stock price being cut in half.  

In the domestic market, we believe that growth is topping out and see a scenario of higher 

churn going forward as competition is rapidly increasing with competitor streaming services 

being backed by companies like Apple and Disney who have stockpiled cash and have the 

ability to wage a pricing war on Netflix and create original content without taking on debt to 

fund it. 

Netflix’s margin of profit is 18.7%. Every dollar they make they keep $0.187 which looks 

impressive before seeing recognizing that they have $12 billion in long term debt as of 

September 30th.  We don’t believe at the current price that the market is considering the 

rising competition, and the increased debt they are taking on to remain competitive. 
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After the Q3 2019 report, we saw a sharp increase in the share price after a big EPS beat of 

$1.47 vs. $1.10 expected. For the quarter Netflix’s other income was 192 million for of 

which $171 million in from F/X remeasurement of Euro debt. Remove the remeasurement 

income which is a onetime benefit, and that’s $0.37 reduction to reported EPS. Now we are 

looking at EPS of $1.10 vs $1.47 which was reported, right in line with expectations. 

 

Ultimately, we do not expect the company to be able to retain its pricing power, and we 

remain bearish with a price target of $250. We believe the company is entering a period of 

industry maturity led by decelerating subscriber growth, limited upside in ARPU, the higher 

content investment needed due to increased competition globally. 

 

 


